What are the AR test answers to Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix? Say the answers on this page also answer these questions: Harry Potter AR test.

Sorry to bug anyone but I really need AR points and me being stupid got a 30% on the quiz with that question. I did find a quiz with things like "Why was Harry sad?"

Is Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix an Accelerated Reader test? Yes, it's worth 44 points.

Antarctic Antics: A Book of Penguin Poems, Judy Sierra, 3.6, LG. Any Guy You Like.


How do I know if a book is an AR book? Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, which has about 198,227 words and a 6.9 BL.


This guide is designed to answer your questions about AR. If you have additional questions.


Who's birthday party did Harry, Ron, and Hermione go to in The Chamber of Secrets? Who was the Quidditch commentator in Harry's first years at Hogwarts? The second two questions are wrong at first because IN THE BOOK, they go by description and not by name.

Get Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix from Amazon.com. Guide includes comprehensive information and analysis to help you understand the book.
Questions and answers about the Accelerated Reader Program and the BookFinder.

10 Questions - by: Anna Lennard - Developed on: 2015-06-14 - completed 7,395 times - 2.4 out of 5 -

Is Harry Potter your favourite book/movie series? There's no way you can get all the answers right in this one!

ROWLING's Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix, for example, is a 44-point book while Shakespeare's Macbeth is 4-point.

**Test Book Reading Point Number Title**

100 Questions and Answers about Michael Thomas For 7.5 6.0 101453EN 13 13 Conductor on the Ann Petry 6.6 9.0 32081EN Harry Potter and the Chamber. Worksheet Chapter 3 Answers, Harry Potter Ar Test Answers, Sat Practice Test 1

If you are looking for Spring Multiple Choice Questions And Answers, our... for Accelerated Reader. Book Online Demo laptops and tablets. Screen showing an Accelerated Reader quiz question Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire. Harry potter deathly hallows ar test answers - I am stronger. 38 weeks Each day there will be 5 questions chosen at random from our test bank. Directed. What is an easy Accelerated Reader test to take? points if taken in Spanish) The Harry Potter Series with 183 points in all Inkheart has 23 and Inkspell has 29. What are the answers to the Accelerated Reader questions about Tangerine?
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designed to answer your questions about AR. Questions and answers about point book - about 849 words long and a book level of 3.5, whilst Harry Potter.